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ST. LUCY 

i. 
(a worse one) – my eyes rolled off the 

platter. � 
I was born in 1982, in Lisbon. towers were mine, 
bright...Yes, I was racist, but no more than usual in 
Portugal in 1990. the Church was able to overlook it. the � 

tops of instant 
tea � 

All atmosphere blew through my hair, and I 
weathered it in the sand.  

the Devil made some appearances – he arrived western, 
Red – he knew I’d like the excitement.  

lucky. step � 
on colored glass, a thing of 

fire � 

I am not cheap like sacrilege; my faith is my 
pain 

in barnyards, � 
on Exeter St.  
wherever teens groan. 
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ii. � 
What do I see? 
your form;  

you’re an institution – the plastic cup rain and orange 
juice  
doctored white and � 
single hairs stuck to tiled � 
cheek against  

look, kid. the grass’s wet, still 
run, now go 

now get it  

oh landscapes of Ur 
oh autocorrect  

forget you’re in the city, forget popsicles, chain stores. forget 
samantha and courtney.  

maybe the hand can go by itself, with no  
consequence to the light. maybe. now take 

now go be a whole. 
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iii. � 
i wipe eye with arm, meet bright  
eyeshadow. they went cheap with  
the coffin. i kind of like it – � 
if you’re gonna be incorruptible –  
my arm looks good in this light. � 
i don’t know the source.  

bounce down  
 
i’m not ready to be a bundle of hair. maybe i am.  
the easter clothes, legs  
 
while mouths whispered the seconds  
 
lit scenes from above wash my box  
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iv. � 
Where, Paul. If we’re here by the river
no, I’m home to park. �
God. �
I say you so much. God. �
Your weight all the time.

His face was swollen, � 
song playing down the street. 
Awoke and drove � 
down the long flat � 
ave. � 
meanings have changed. Paul 
and a ventilator. she said � 
it was a shame  

She was there,  bailarin 
and her mother  

sparkling lipstick 

the woman asked me for my insurance � 
she disliked me, both sets of eyes were red 
and i was late and too eager � 
i saw the same man three times  

once in a dream, with Tori Reed, 
right.  

sat still thinking of recitals 
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the precious 

or the smell of that rain 
silvers 

calm; � 

your ease there with the paper 
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v. � 
she thought i’d left a used condom near the sink, but
that was my snakeskin.

stay out, life, 

and the pointless possibility. colleges, palm trees, san 
diegos, blonde wax, STORES...  

ro. ------------------- the bus. 
(to DIA) 

singing 
she’s so fresh...she’s so fresh...she’s 

so fresh...she’s... 

if you go long enough in the orange light the city will 
reach down and touch you.  

the bus stops saves some pretty child. the child is all. 
eyes right here.  

be bright with me...bright. a., are you there? i’ll bring 
you to the 21st century with me.  

If I could, this is where I would bring 
him. This. � 
The roll of this road, the low sky.  
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hit me � 
(or say: “hello.”) –  
white hair.  
 
our skin  
 
lit hum  
of motors  
cycling  
 
now, drunk  
with sight  
 
and sight unseeing; � 
tiresias enjoys all nine pleasures in the street.  
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ARS POETICA 
 
 a.  
Poems are hard to handle, language  
like a silk balloon � 
filled with stones, the sense of being  
known and also seeing someone naked.  
 
It’s vulnerable to read poems � 
in public, even silently � 
to oneself; in one hand, your lunch,  
backpack, new shoes, and in the other,  
another’s junk.  
 
b.  
To immerse oneself in poetry  
is to go spelunking � 
in the caverns of language—  
a promise of fortune  
in the dirt and a constant threat � 
of collapse. Poetry is claustrophobic,  
but it is also a surplus of oxygen, � 
the high of being � 
a person and alive.  
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c.  
Poetry is light � 
shone through a prism, � 
fractured and made visible. � 
This is the perfect translation: erasing � 
the form that light bounces off of � 
and shining it instead � 
through a material that makes it into something  
that doesn’t look like the light � 
but is made out of light.  
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POPULAR DRONE MUSIC  
 

Wrapped ‘round the drone, skinned fingerlings in 
flower, the popstar’s new ornament bleating down to the 
bone  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, one thousand white 
horses in glimp-limping rapture are shot in the zone  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, dust floats close to the 
eyeball, the bird shadow plummets, then crosses the 
ground  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, dried sheets of dark 
seaweed might be pulled asunder lest you cottage them 
down  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, cross the vantablack 
causeways absorbing the light of the darkling moor  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, fore the humbling 
touchdown, the closer you get is the higher you’ll score  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, bound sage leaf and 
shearling unclumping in bundles round the back of the 
fold  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, highway crosses 
through farmland, ride the afternoon’s gloom pool awake 
and untold  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, ‘Did you see what she’s 
wearing??’ the russet-down hen-wife flocks lozenge in 
loam  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, ‘Bring me the receipt!’ 
when you bury the bodies that fall from the dome  
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Wrapped ‘round the drone, a procession of animals 
silently glows through the copse and the stand  

Wrapped ‘round the drone sits a family at picnic, 
alone in the park, a potato in hand  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, the camera focuses on 
and then through a smear on the lens  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, kernels cobbled long 
cob are spat through a hole in the fence by the hens  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, ride the footage down 
empty crystallizing collateral ripped to its core  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, fore the storm only 
flashlights and unlabeled cans line the shelves of the 
store  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, skylit foodcourts swarm 
empty with small paper sculptures unfolding adrift  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, videographers linger 
round garden lungs sifting the salt from the cliff  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, a physics repeating, 
“Creation! Destruction! You are what you eat!”  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, a network of orchards 
suspended from air scrape the gilt from your feet  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, ‘It could have been 
anything!’ fore the picture was taken with probable cause  

Wrapped ‘round the drone, it could have been 
anything, but then it was nothing, except what it was   
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CUBIC ZIRCONIA  
 
Consider chemtrails. � 
Consider toxicity. � 
Consider the pressurized environment of a descending 
airplane.  
 
I find that chewing gum makes flying easier. � 
I chew gum, I read, I listen to music, I sleep, if I’m in a 
window seat I look out the  

window, often at clouds. � 
Consider that the sky is only blue because the sky 
reflects blue, which means in a  

very profound sense the sky appears to be exactly that 
which it rejects.  
 
 
Consider the true color of the ocean.  
 
Cu  
Bic  
Zir  
Co  
Ni  
A  
 
Dream of vulgarities and forget by the morning.  
Never keep a dream journal— � 
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the unconscious is a terror. � 
Consider impulse purchases but don’t read into them.  
 
“The slow sound of a satellite sinking in the Pacific and 
nobody doing anything. “  
 
Never trust metaphor, linguistic histrionics � 
Plain speech and parataxis will suffice thank you.  
 
Consider Pyrite � 
Pyrite, � 
Pyrite! There’s so much of it!  
Every place I go � 
Even with my family!  
 
I went to the Magritte exhibit in late 2014 at the Art 
Institute of Chicago and bought a few posters, which 
now tastefully adorn my room. I find pixelated brush 
strokes charming. I enjoy looking at art most when it is 
on a screen, or a t-shirt, or taped to my sister’s mirror.  
 

The story a telephone  
pole disguised as a tree  

 
Consider the memorial of Walter Benjamin in Portbou, 
Spain. It seems to project the viewer into the water, as if 
to suggest, “you can be where you want to be.”  
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Verbal Irony? � 
High School English. � 
Say one thing mean another.  
Never forget � 
“and by a sleep to say we end”  
 
Consider the distance between your eyes and your 
television, extrapolating on that,  

the distance between your television and its 
corresponding satellite, and finally  

trace that path back to the studio where a 
meteorologist gestures to blank green  

canvas, smiles coyly and says “ceci n’est pas une 
offshore low pressure system”.  

 
Consider space stuff.  

Consider space trash  
Consider alienation  
 
Consider yourself warned.  
Consider two things and two things only: the self and the 
other.  
 
Hello! Where are you?  
I am here and there  
is nothing else.  
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ADDENDUM TO “CUBIC ZIRCONIA”  
 
At Church, I sit, I listen, I consider the sermon,  
briefly—I’m there for the structure. � 
The angles—the latticed roof— Betende Hände  
Recalls “here is the church here is the steeple,  
open etc...”  
Gets me thinking about hands abstract, hands particular.  
 
 
I’m paying close attention to my right hand, its arms  
length away (palm � 
facing me) I read the lines � 
and don’t receive any information,  
other than a referral to the stars. � 
So I lift my skinny fists like antennas to the heavens  
And wait for the storm to begin.  
 
It never does. � 
Instead, a sound that reminds me of a voice I may have 
known from my time spent  
at the cloud gate instructs me to reckon myself before I 
reckon the earth. � 
Something like: � 
...consider the distance between your eyes and the world 
and, extrapolating on that, the distance between the stars 
and the top of your head, or your screen or the inside of 
your eyes...  
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Cosmos—universality—technology as a form of 
mediation and self-identification.  
 
I open my eyes to the sight of my wrists supporting two 
skinny fists against a  
mottled purple and orange sky. My right fist is blocking 
the sun, and my gangliar left fist is blocking the moon. � 
I know two things about the moon:  
1: It controls the tides. � 
2:Every day the moon rises forty-five minutes later. 

Which means the moon and  
the sun are often out at the same time. Which means 
their simultaneous presence is not the portentous 
irregularity I had assumed.  
 
I would like to learn more, so is an inviting gesture I 
unclench my hands.  
Something about my left hand troubles the light and 
subsequently I am troubled. Again, � 
I clench, slowly: � 
it looks normal. � 
I open, and clench, slower: � 
*a pang of red and a brush stroke of sunlight*  
facsimile  
gasp  
deception, I mutter as I come to terms with the 
strangeness of simulacra,  
and the simultaneous existence of myself and the other.   
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What it might be like, January 17, 2015  
Do you ever get it, �when you’re lying in bed, �and you 
forget which way you are facing. It can be after a whole 
nights sleep, �or after dozing.  
And you hold your eyes closed, until you think you’ve 
got it right.  
to pass into a concord during the course of harmonic 
change, June 11, 2014 Do not lose your attentiveness. �Of 
understanding everything �Only just after it happens.  
taking photos of capes and archways, November 13, 2014  
Busting old circles into new circles, into smaller circles.  
If you could pick up all the pieces �and weave them into 
little silver sparks and catch only the circles. �Reflect them 
into individual cages �for each part of yourself.  
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POP BOTANY 

They must live submerged  
to nourish the flower 
like a mother’s breast. 
So they wrestle with worms 
and bathe in dirt, 
until we lop them off 
and place their remains 
in glass and clay caskets 
to watch mortality 
melt over their beauty. 

We could unsheathe our uncalloused hands 
and dig up the whole plant  
like a potato farmer  
or an archeologist.  

But there is not enough Purell on the planet for such an 
excavation.  

So, after being 
guillotined from prominence,  
the roots are left to rest 
in the soil or thrown to the binmen; 
unfit for our eyes 
as they were unfit for our air. 
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NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS 

ISSUE 2       “BLINDS” 

writing 
photography 

painting & drawing 
collage & digital art 

please visit our website for full theme & deadlines 

PATIENTSOUNDS.COM




